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Good morning and thank you for inviting me here this morning,
I’m frankly over excited to be talking to you all about our latest new piece of research:
Screen Life: TV in demand.
I can’t quite believe that this is actually the first time I’ve been to the asi conference, and
I’m delighted to be here sharing this work with such an esteemed audience.
So esteemed, I’m actually a little bit nervous
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Screen Life is our on-going series of research studies looking at emerging TV
technologies and behaviours.
This new stuff is often difficult to research, especially if you want to get to real
behaviour
But it often rewards us with brand new significant insights and a useful resource
for ideas, insight, and planning
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Our first ‘Screen Life’ study – ‘the view from the sofa’ - explored the new world of multiscreening and now we are back, looking at the expanding world of Video on demand.
With video becoming so ubiquitous, it is important for us understand exactly what is
going on
So, in the next 20 minutes I’m going to run through the why, the how and the what next.
It’s going to be a whistle-stop tour on what is it seems a never ending research
project…in a good way….
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Cast your minds back to 2006. If you wanted to watch The IT Crowd on-demand with a
mate you’d have to gather round a desktop and peer at the screen, moving the mouse
now and then to stop the screen locking.
It all felt a bit hard to do. Not very flexible, hard to share, a bit of a lonely experience
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the other broadcaster VOD services were quite slow to follow and the experience wasn’t
always as good as the promise
BUT
It started to deliver that easy catch-up, and the convenience, control and choice we have
come to expect
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Since then there has been an explosion……a flowering.
The VOD landscape is unrecognisable with new services from the existing TV players but
also new entrants wanting to get into the TV game.
When you add these services to the growing array of different screens that VOD is now
available on – including people’s main TV sets – then you are looking at a very rich but
complex scenario.
But is it all TV? How can we unpick the expanding spectrum of TV, VOD and online video.
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And what are the implications for advertising?
We know that advertising is affected by the content that is being consumed (the type of
media and genre),
the context in which you are consuming it (where and with whom),
and the device you are watching on.
So in practice what this means is that watching Broadchurch on live TV in the living room
along with 10 million other people, is different from watching it on your planner 2 days
later, which is different again from watching it on your tablet on the train on ITV Player –
and the advertising may work differently too.
But with so many combinations of content, context and device, how can the media
buyer and advertiser work with such complexity?
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It is complex but the objective was pretty simple.
What is the difference between watching linear TV and broadcaster VOD? And what are
the similarities? And how do other on demand services fit in?
And what is the effect on advertising, the acceptability of it and the ideal format for it.
But researching it is not simple…We can’t just ask people.
People are rubbish at revealing their own behaviour.
So we needed to go deeper, beyond the rational, and into the real reasons why people
do the things they do
In short the answer was to get to people’s real emotions, their needs and wants….in
video consumption of course
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For a start “normal” people don’t talk about this stuff like we do.
They haven’t heard of “transmedia story telling” or “big data”
Viewers lumped their media into three chunks which were mostly defined by the
interface used and where the content came from.
So Live TV and stuff on the planner was mostly referred to as “TV” – although the longer
something sat in your planner the more it felt like an on demand experience.
Broadcaster on-demand services and other on-demand stuff that delivered film and TV
was called “On-demand” and sometimes “Catch up”.
And what many of us would call social video – the likes of YouTube and clips in Facebook
- was just called “Video”. And they were more likely to cite the platform name than the
originator of the content.
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We have tended to use CCTV style ethnography in our Screen Life research but we had
two main problems with that this time
Firstly VOD can be viewed anywhere at anytime, we couldn’t possibly start setting up
cameras in peoples bedrooms, although I did think twice – and of course CCTV capture
only works for in home, VOD media is available everywhere
Secondly you can see here filming someone is not going to tell us much about the state
of mind or needstate someone is in.
This man is changing mindset right in front of our eyes
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Boom
As you can see, not much difference outwardly as the difference is within
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So we developed three main stages for the work along with our research partners Flamingo and
Tapestry
Firstly there was a large observation stage with people filming themselves as well as us filming
them.
We got them to use mobiles because as it allowed us to spend long periods of time with our
viewers and it is amazing what they will reveal
And they reveal even more when we were a bit mean to them.
Central to the approach was a deprivation task where we removed their TV and their VOD for 4
days each - working on the premise that ‘you don’t know what you what you’ve got till its gone’
Right away this approach helped us get beneath claimed behaviours and see what was really
going on
Straight away our research revealed a number of apparent contradictions in consumer
behaviour…
A stand out one was that people often claim to almost exclusively watch VOD content
…but it accounts for a tiny proportion of total viewing
Nevertheless when we took it away people did miss it felt it too. We have lots of footage of them
moaning about the inconvenience of it all.
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People found it fantastic at delivering content. And life without on demand could sometimes be a
bit frustrating and boring.
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So it begs a question: if VOD offers the ultimate experience of exactly what you want,
whenever you want it, wherever you are…
The purest and most perfect piece of tailored entertainment if you will…
…why are we not watching VOD all the time?
Well the answer lay in what we found when we took away live TV
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Here’s some of the footage we captured
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Our viewers sorely missed both TV and VOD – the difference was – Beforehand they
were confident they could easily live without ‘normal telly’ and feast solely on ondemand.
But, once linear TV was gone, these people developed a form of televisual cold turkey
when they realised how much they missed it.
With VOD it was like you’d taken their box of chocolates away, a treat or indulgence, it
frustrated them - its like TV had gone back to the 90s.
But when their live TV was removed, it was altogether more fundamental – it was like
we’d taken their food away from them and suddenly, some deeply important human
needs became extremely difficult for them to meet
Even though on demand offers whatever you want when you want it
…it turns out… on demand doesn’t satisfy all the things we need and demand from TV
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So our next stage was pour over the hundreds of hours of footage with the experts in
order to understand their deeper emotional needs
We also brought in an army of experts to help interpret: a semiotician, a sociologist, a
behavioural economist…,cuddly toy, fondue set
Through their research, they developed a needstates model that allows us to tackle all
of that complexity and REVEAL the underlying human motivations that drive choices
and behaviours in any given moment.
The research identified 6 core needs from video
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And here it is
We have Personal vs. Social on one axis, or Inner directed needs v outer directed needs
And in broad terms, the three needstates on the right – Unwind, Comfort and Connect –
are driven by context. They are less about the specific content and more about the social
environment and personal situation of the audience.
The ones on the left – Experience, Escape and Indulge – are more about the content. It
involves a more active selection of a programme.
You’ll notice there is no ‘relax’ need state. This is because what we found was that every
time a needstate was met, the viewer felt more relaxed. So we have invented 6 different
words for relaxation.
Let’s have a look at them quickly
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Unwinding is about relaxing after the stresses and pressures of the day and involves the
least taxing, most un-demanding content. It is a positive excuse to do nothing, TV as a
soother.
Come Dine With Me is a good example of a show to help you unwind and centre yourself
for the evening.
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The need for comfort is all about cosiness, warmth, familiarity and routine.
It is broad appeal, recognisable programme formats, watched with your family and
friends – TV as the modern hearth.
So watching The Simpsons or the One Show with the family. But it’s not about the
programme though, it’s about having that time together before the kids either go to bed
or go and play Xbox and we have adult time…..in TV terms of course
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The need to connect is not all about connecting to each other, it is more about plugging
into the country.
It roots you in a time and place. TV brings the public world into your private space.
There is a person on the other end. Things are OK, life is ticking over, but you just need
to check that world is still turning….
I tend to imagine it as that urge to put on BBC World when you are in a far-flung hotel
room.
But it’s not just about news, it’s about keeping up with the conversation too. You need to
be in the know. That may be politics for one person and the latest on TOWIE for another.
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The experience needstate is all about being at the party.
It’s the stuff that is highly social and creates the glue that binds friendships and even the
nation together – the unmissable is really still missable …so you need to be there in front
of the screen to enjoy it with everybody else.
As you would imagine big shared viewing occasions dominate the experience need.
It is all about being there, experiencing the event together, sure you can watch it on
catch up, but the adrenaline is lower.
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Then we have the need to escape….The need to leave the monotony of everyday behind
us.
So TV can transport you to another time and place.
This is often high quality, international, highly compelling drama. Imagine watching Mad
Men or Game of Thrones.
These are the shows that you would like the outside world to know you watch. You are
particularly proud of these ones.
You think they are your discoveries that you share with a few other cool mates. Like
those bloody Danish dramas everyone bangs on about.
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And finally Indulgence is about getting what you want, when you want; satisfying your
often guilty pleasures, often on your own, watching something of purely personal
interest. Private ‘me’ time.
Indulgence is all about personal favourites, this is the stuff that planners are stuffed full
with.
It could be Gardeners World , Peter Andre’s ‘My Life’, or a documentary on The Grateful
Dead. Whatever floats your boat really. This is the real private you. It’s the late night
cross dressing of video.
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The next stage for us was to populate the model. We needed to know the size of each
needstate, the composition of each – device, content, and context - and of course how
people respond to advertising in each needstate.
We collected data as close to real-time as possible using the same style diary app the IPA
Touchpoints study
Consumers are good at telling us what they have just done, so we asked them and
captured behaviours ‘in the moment’ along with a follow up survey
And we wanted to future proof our work so we recruited a VOD using tech savvy sample.
Of course we have a mountain of data, a few highlights
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Needtsates change throughout the course of the day and week.
For example the research found that you are more likely to need to connect in the
morning or before bedtime.
And you are more likely to escape and indulge yourself on your commute or perhaps for
a while after the hectic school run.
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And not all age groups are the same,
as you may expect, younger people are much more likely to be in the connect needstate,
they have fiends and social lives….and want to part of their groups conversation.
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We have established that different video formats better suit certain needs
…but only live TV is capable of really delivering on every one of these needs in volume
This explains why live TV is often the first place viewers start when sitting down to watch
television
Even among the VOD-using audience for this study, 60% typically first looked at what’s
on (on live TV) before doing anything else.
So let’s break it down a bit.
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VOD is about delivering great content when you want it, therefore the Content-based
needs – and Escape in particular – are much more likely to be met by this platform;
at the expense of context-based needs like Unwind, Comfort and Connect.
Because VOD doesn’t meet the full spectrum of needs in the way live TV does,
it’s not a replacement for live TV but a ‘boost’ when you need it.
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Conceptually there is a lot in common between social video and VOD, but in reality they
are very different platforms.
The device is much more likely to be PC, tablet and mobile
Attention is high on both VOD and social video but VOD is more planned to watch and
social video more spontaneous
Social video is much more likely to be watched alone and out of the living room
Also, it’s more about connecting with others by watching the video of the moment
If we think of VOD as being content that they like to watch; social video is more about
content that they watch to be liked.
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Most importantly is that advertising will work differently and better or worse according
to which needstate a person is in.
You are simply going to be more accepting of advertising at certain times in your day and
when you are in a certain frame of mind.
We already know a great deal about how the brain processes messages and makes
decisions and that congruency plays a vital role.
Advertisers need to match need states with categories, tones and narratives. Doing so
should deliver much better results for your brand.
This is another presentation in itself but…..it all in my opinion boils down to relevance
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We found that there was higher levels of ad acceptance in the context based needstates,
these need states are stronger on the social dimension and your mind is less in fixated
with the content and so the advertising plays a part in the natural rhythm of the TV
experience.
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You need to work harder on your advertising in content based needstates.
That’s not to say advertising is less effective in the more content-driven need states
These occasions are typically higher attention and therefore more challenging
environments in which to advertise – and there is likely to be a higher degree of risk and
reward.
By understanding needstates one can minimising the risk of failure
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For VOD this is about understanding when a viewer is trying to escape or indulge in their
favourite TV and then delivering creative formats, content and narratives that perfectly
match their mind set.
For example the ESCAPE is the most challenging to advertise in – so the best way to
leverage this most powerful needstate is to have advertising that ‘fits’ escaping,
Particularly suited to brands that want to build an ‘identity’ for the consumer, to offer
them status or ‘cool’ – luxury, stuff that offers social and cultural capital
We know you have chosen to watch Mad Men, so we know you’ll want to be part of our
elite group that uses this brand.
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So understanding VOD’s strategic role for advertisers now and
in the future will be about using the new tools and formats it
can offer to target, personalise and enhance the experience
that is already highly engaged.
We need our VOD advertising to help people indulge and
escape and match the needs they are already in.
Luckily we have lots of we can do
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For us the next step is more validation,
this time on a nat rep sample and then we are looking to help inspire planners with
some nifty tools to place their brands with programmes and viewer needstates.
And give guidance on how to satisfy them and how advertising fits in perfectly with each
type of experience.
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So what have we learnt so far?
Well, VOD is helping TV to grow as viewing is incremental to linear TV.
The two co-exist and can play different roles…
Ads in live TV and VOD can do different jobs so it’s about working as hard as possible,
minimising the risk of failure
Going to work for the viewer
Of course we hope this is going to help planners answer those cross platform questions
and add some deeper insight into their process.
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If VOD was all we wanted, we wouldn’t watch anything else
But we watch TV content to meet a range of emotional needs,
some of which VOD is amazing at but some which it can’t easily satisfy. But live TV can
do everything.
Man cannot live by VOD alone.
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So to finish….we think this work might have profound implications for some our
colleagues in other media.
It appears that when you take away live TV strange things can happen….
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